
VENDOR PACKET 

DTLA: DEC 1 & 2 

 

P.S  IT’S BEEN 10 YEARS OF UNIQUE! HAPPY HOLIDAYS! 
 
 
 

 



MARKET HOURS 
 
Saturday Dec 1st : 10am-5pm 
Sunday Dec 2nd : 10am-5pm 
 
Vendor Arrival: The 13th floor doors will be open at 9am on both Saturday and 
Sunday for vendors. You MUST be wearing your vendor badges/lanyards. Please 
arrive no later than 9:45AM each day.  
 
Don’t close until after 5:00 PM each night.  

 
 
 
 

 
  



LOAD IN + MOVE OUT 
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LOAD IN: FRIDAY Nov 30th, 10AM – 5PM  
CHECK IN WHEN YOU ARRIVE FOR YOUR BADGES ! 

The first thing you need to do once on the 13th floor is to check-in with our team, 
before you visit your booth or start set-up. This is where you’ll receive:  

   ●  Vendor badges/lanyards. These are to be worn Friday-Sunday - DO 
NOT LOSE THESE (Table vendors get 2, solo Booth vendors get 3, and shared 
booths get 2 for each business in the booth - the lanyards are reusable and 
easy to take on and off. If you need more than what is given, you can buy them 
for $15 each during check-in)  
  * we are no longer using wristbands so there are no wristbands   

   ●  A Unique tote bag  

   ●  Map of the space/ any help you may need  

  

 THERE ARE 2 WAYS TO MOVE-IN  

 1 . Using the loading dock (open 10AM-4PM ) :  
Vendors with large items, their own furniture and/or displays, loads of boxes will 
need to use the loading dock. Pull into the loading dock garage (there is one 
loading dock on Main Street near Olympic, and another on Los Angeles near 
Olympic) and take the freight elevators up to the 13th floor. At this point you 
need to check-in with us, unload into your space and immediately go move 
your car from the temporary loading dock garage into the underground parking 
lot. THEN you can come back to your space and spend as much time as you’d 
like setting-up and decorating. *FYI the security will tow any cars in the loading 
area that have been there for more than 25 minutes   

  

 2. Using the regular elevators (anytime 10AM-5PM) : 
If you can move your things by using the regular elevators (i.e. carrying items,         
using a small dolly, etc.), then you can bypass the loading dock all together, 
which will definitely have a wait-time because of the high volume of people 
moving in. You can go directly to the underground parking, use the elevators to 
the lobby and then the normal elevators to the 10th floor. Come check-in with 
us and move-in.   

 



 LOAD OUT: SUNDAY DEC.2, 6:15PM - 9PM 	
Please be patient during move-out after the event. Freight elevators will be 
open as well as the regular elevators to the lobby. Typically, all vendors are 
able to be out of the space by 8:00 PM - 9:00 PM depending on the complexity 
of your booth setup and how much you need to pack up. 	
	

HOT TIP: With the high number of both shoppers and vendors trying to go 
downstairs from 6-6:30PM on Sunday night, we recommend chilling for 30 
minutes in your space or leaving for a drink or dinner. Then return and move 
out, when a lot of people will have left. ;)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 



LOGISTICS 
 
WiFi CMC Wireless (R1 - R7, use whichever network shows the strongest 

signal where you are) Password: 2136303600  

(It’s the phone number of the venue,  CMC) 	

TIP: In the rare case that the signal isn’t working for whatever reason while 

trying to process a transaction, simply switch the wifi OFF on your phone to 

kickstart your carrier to provide service.  

 

VENUE ADDRESS 1 10 East 9th Street Los Angeles, CA, 90079  

Entrance to Lobby: The actual entrance to the CMC lobby is from E 9th St. Though if 
you come from the parking garage, the elevators take you straight to the lobby – a 
2nd set of elevators goes to the penthouse.  

PARKING: On both move-in (Friday Nov 31st.) and during the event, parking is 

available in the underground, secure parking lot beneath the California Market 

Center. There will be a discounted all-day rate of $9 on Saturday and Sunday.  

SECURITY: Security is in the lobby 24/7, officers walk the aisles during the event 

and check for badges & hand stamps. Once Unique staff locks the doors at night and 

the housekeeping staff have emptied the trash cans, no one has access to the 

penthouse until we arrive in the morning. You can leave your products and set-up 

overnight both Friday and Saturday - though we do recommend covering items up 

with a sheet or taking expensive items with you.  

COLLECTING PAYMENT FROM SHOPPERS:  Free WiFi will enable you 

to utilize technology to accept payments (PayPal, Square, Venmo etc.). Bring your 

credit card swipers & bring a cash box and change as well.  

 



DON’T FORGET TO REGISTER & COLLECT TAXES: You are 

responsible for registering with the IRS, collecting sales tax, keeping track of your 

sales, etc. If you have any questions you can contact the California Department of 

Revenue (ftb.ca.gov) or the IRS (irs.gov).  

 

 

 

 

PRE-EVENT SHIPPING AND STORAGE  

Exhibitors may have their goods delivered to the CMC as early as NOVEMBER 26TH  

for no additional storage fee; any deliveries arriving before this date will be stored at 

a billable rate of $50 / day. 	

Storage Delivery: For security, your storage will not be delivered to your exhibit 

space until you check in.  

 

LABEL EACH PACKAGE AS FOLLOWS: 	

[Exhibiting Company Name]  

[Exhibiting Company Booth #]  

UNIQUE LA MARKETS –  

California Market Center c/o MORIAH ROBINSON 

 110 East Ninth Street A727 	

Los Angeles, CA 90079 

   

  



RENTALS  

YOU CAN RENT A SELECT FEW ITEMS FROM US IF YOU NEED THEM/COMING 
FROM OUT OF TOWN 

If you need to rent (pictures for reference below) 

1. extra table 6’ by 32” folding table   ($30) 
2. A small round table ($20) 
3. an simple metal shelf you can do so on the vendor portal and we will have it 

dropped off to your booth.  ($30) 

Limited carts and dollies are available to borrow at the CMC, these are available on 
a first-come first- serve basis, you will need to provide your driver’s license to the 
CMC staff in order to use them. Please note there are only a few carts available for 
over 250 people; invest and buy one!  

 

 

 

 



 

 

RENTING ELECTRICITY : LINK WILL BE PROVIDED NEXT WEEK ON THE 

VENDOR PORTAL  

The CMC has great overhead lighting, so 99% of you don’t need to rent electricity. If 
you need it because you are a food vendor, you want to use additional lighting, etc. 
you can rent it from TSE. TSE drops all the power/outlets into your booth ahead of 
time, so it’s all ready for you on Friday. You don’t have to pay for labor, so don’t fill 
out that form (which is for people who want TSE to literally set-up and plug in 
electrical equipment for them).  

Our advice is to order it if you ABSOLUTELY need it or simply do not use power at all; 
again, overhead lighting is provided, so unless you need to power a cash register or 
something crucial to your booth display/products. We recommend charging up items 
the night before and not using them unless you truly need them (i.e. don’t leave your 
laptop open and running, only use it when you are doing a transaction)!  

Please note deadline for pre-order is November 26th . Any orders on site day of 
event will be charged an additional 30% surcharge.  

 

 

 

 DESIGN & SETUP  

*look at the Unique University Presentation for more info, ideas, inspiration  

 

BOOTH SPOTS  

- Booth spots are open format 10X10, 10X20, and 10X10 Corner Booth and we provide 
a white screened backdrop to keep things clean and simple. We will also provide a 
small white metal sign in front of your table/booth to provide a number corresponding 



the map so it’s easy for the customers to find your booth on the maps posted around 
the CMC.  

- Do not alter, paint, cover the backdrop - this is what creates a uniform look to the 
market and creates a uniform,  elevated shopping experience for customers (less 
sensory overload then seeing 400 different types of banners/signs.  

- Hard walls are NO LONGER used. If you must bring your own solid hard walls to 
hang artwork, you MUST let me know ahead of time so we can find a spot for you 
that won’t impact the flow of the market and your direct neighbors. Please keep your 
neighbors in mind and make sure that the backside of your walls look amazing as 
they are going to see the back of your walls.  

- Your booth space will be marked but it will be up to you to bring additional fixtures 
and display elements to define your space.  

- All booth spaces come with 1 table (standard-banquet 6ft table), 1 chair (upon 
request), and a waste basket. * (If you share a booth you’ll have to bring a second 
table if you need one or rent one from us) . * 10x20 and 10x30 booths are provided 
with 2 tables, and 2 chairs.  

- There is bright lighting overhead. Some spaces have spot-lighting that can be 
adjusted by the CMC staff.  

- Nothing can be over 6.5 feet , as it blocks light & the view for shoppers. Plus, think 
of your neighbors all around you.  

 

Banquet table:  

 

 



 

White screen backdrop: 

 

 

 

  

 

 

TABLE SPOTS  

- Table Spots are made-up of one 6 foot standard-banquet table and a chair.  

- We do not provide you with linen. White linen always looks best! 

- If you are not placed against a wall you will not receive the white screened 
backdrop (the walls are your white backdrop)  

– If you are not placed against a wall, you will receive a white screened backdrop 

- You will have a total space of approximately 6’ wide and 4’ deep.  

- If you do NOT want to use the table and bring your own set-up and, you can but 
must stay within the 6’ x 4’ total space limit.  

- Bring whatever you’d like to decorate on top of the table, but you cannot go higher 
than 3 feet from the top of the table. If you’d like to bring a bust-form/small display 



stand next to your table you can, but space is limited so you’ll have to have it behind 
your table NOT in front or beside you.  

- Your placement is decided based on your category (if we have a lot of jewelry 
vendors we cannot place you next to other jewelry vendors, etc.) We take careful 
consideration with placement and curation, so there is absolutely no requests or 
moving around day-of. 

 Some examples of things we take into consideration- 

 -category, price point, look and feel of your brand, complimentary products to your neighbors, 

mood that matches your neighbors.  

- Keep in mind that tables are set up in rows so you will be next to other vendors. You 
cannot put items in front of your table as it’s the walkway for shoppers.  

White Screened Backdrop: 

  

Table: 

  



 

 

 

DECOR TIPS & SUGGESTIONS  
Remember to take full advantage of UNIQUE MARKETS as a way not just to sell, but 
to present your brand to the world. The cleaner and more organized your space is, 
the more appealing it will be but that doesn’t mean you have to forget about being 
colorful or creative!  

-GO HIGH, GO LOW: use ALL the space you can from the floor up to the height limit 
(6.5 feet for booths, 6 feet for structures in Table spots, 3 feet above top of the table 
for tables without structures.  

-YOU ARE THE OWNER OF YOUR BRAND, BRING WHATEVER YOU NEED: While you 
all get a table and chairs you don’t have to use them! Bring whatever furniture, décor 
items, displays that you want to especially if it creates a mood and helps represent 
your brand.  

-DON’T FORGET YOUR TOOL BAG! We do not have any supplies on hand for setup, 
if you require any tools, office supplies, a steamer etc. you must bring them.  

-Check out the images on Flickr to see what people have done in the past 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/uniquelosangeles/  

  
 


